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ABOUT INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP
1. Introduction
The most devastating problem which is common to public, private and non-governmental organizations
all over the world is “leadership”. Closely associated with it is the issue of human and organizational
supervision, which, in combination with leadership, have determined and dictated the successes and
failures of countries, corporations, public and private companies and associations, all over the world.
Every organization needs good leaders, even at family levels, parents must exhibit good leadership,
otherwise such families would become dysfunctional.
This is why the Institute of Supervision and Leadership was established to provide the necessary
professionalism, through its various professional programmes, to assist its members to become
successful leaders in their areas of endeavours.
Leadership, today, as a concept and discipline, transcends management or administration and therefore,
is not coterminous with the latter. As summarized below:
*

Knowing how to do a job is the accomplishment of labour

*

Showing others is the accomplishment of a teacher

*

Making sure a job is done by people is the accomplishment of a manager.

*

Inspiring others to do better work is the accomplishment of a leader.

In other words, we believe that a leader must set directions, gain commitment and create alignment as a
collective organizational force.

Leadership and supervision go hand in hand. However, although they are closely related, leadership
and supervision are two separate roles. Leadership consists of the personality and skill needed to
motivate and influence people to do a job. Supervision is the art of making sure the job is done right.
Good supervision requires good leadership skills.

Effective supervision therefore engenders more understanding among organizational workforce, helps
in the development and refinement of staff professionalism, sharpens and clarifies organizational goals
and deepens staff commitment to (corrupt-free) goal achievements.
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We believe that issues of supervision and leadership should not only be directed at people who are
occupying high positions in governments, private organizations and communities, we also focus on
students in tertiary institutions who are supposed to be leaders of tomorrow and who should be
assisted to imbibe the principles of effective supervision and leadership from the tertiary to national
levels.
Since supervision and leadership are multi-disciplinary, this means that whichever discipline anyone
belongs to, it is highly imperative that he / she acquires effective supervision and leadership skills.

Our vision
The promotion of the education of effective supervision and transformational leadership all over the
world as a preparatory step for members to achieve and attain commitment to quality of live, work
and society.
Our mission
The development and the inculcation of real, functional and effective supervision and leadership tenets
in members from tertiary level to high echelons of power and status, for the achievement of excellence
in performance.
Our focus
Our focus therefore is on effective human and organizational supervision and transformational
leadership which translate to developing and motivating quality in people as a way of touching their
depth, to sensitise their hearts, to unleash their creativity and to challenge their character. In short, we
believe in touching the human core.

2.

Registration and Recognition.
The Institute of Supervision and Leadership was established under the Companies and Allied
Matters Act (CAMA) No.1, Cap 59 of 1990 as a Company Limited By Guarantee, which is
the appropriate law establishing professional institutes in Nigeria, with registration number RC
696852.
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3.

Aims and Objectives
The Institute was registered and approved to carry out, inter alia, the following aims and
objectives:

i.

The creation of a professional organization for the training of men and women on effective
supervision and leadership skills in Nigeria.

ii.

The provision of the necessary encouragement for Nigerians to imbibe the principles and
practice of effective supervision and leadership.

iii.

The enhancement of regular exchange of ideas on the principles and laws of supervision and
leadership in Nigeria.

iv

The inculcation of the tenets of good supervision and leadership and the necessary standards
into members through constant seminars, workshops conferences etc for the overall
developments of their skills on the jobs.

v.

The provision from time to time, of useful information to individuals, organizations, corporate
bodies, government establishments

and

institutions at the local, state and federal levels

throughout the country on supervision and leadership matters.
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DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
AIM: To develop in people, the culture of effective supervision and leadership as a way of making
people responsible for their organizations, and their communities through their actions. To also provide
effective supervision and leadership procedures in running profit making and non-profit making
organizations in order to achieve success.
This programme is specially organised for:
 People who are promoted or who move to supervisory or management positions from technical or
professional backgrounds without formal management leadership training.
 Those who have management backgrounds but wish to imbibe the principles of effective supervision
and leadership for them to excel on the job.
 Consultants, Coaches, Investors, HR professionals, as a preparation for promotional or careerchange interviews, as a bridge-builder for professionals who need to liaise with managers, as a
refresher and confidence-builder for established managers coping with change.
 Those seeking relevant learning experiences before applying for further business or management
courses.
 Those considering launching a business as a limited liability company and becoming Directors for
the first time and those new to business management as a preparation for more complex or academic
business courses,
 Those organising or preparing people for management training programmes, on the job training or
employee development programmes.
 For clerics and other ministers of God, for capacity building and for assurance of successes in the
tasks of shepherding the flocks and proper management of the household of God.

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROGRAMME
a. Completion of the Diploma Programme gives you exemptions from the Foundation Level of the
Institute’s Professional Examinations.
b. Completion of the Diploma Programme gives you access into the Advanced Diploma Programme.
c. Holders will have access to equivalent Certificate of the Chartered Institute of Management and
Leadership, USA.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
COURSE SUMMARY
1ST SEMESTER

CODE

1.

Use of English

DP 101

2.

Principles of Management

DP 102

3.

Principles of Leadership

DP 103

4.

Introduction to Economic Principles

DP 104

5.

General Principles of Law

DP 105

6.

Introduction to Psychology

DP 106

2ND SEMESTER

1.

Principles of Supervision

DP 201

2.

Introduction to Entrepreneurship

DP 202

3.

Introduction to Information Technology

DP 203

4.

Research Methods I

DP 204

5.

Research Project

DP 205
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP
DIPLOMA
USE OF ENGLISH
DP 101
COURSE CONTENTS
1. Writing Skills
Use of capital letters
Use of “A” and “An”
Punctuation marks
2. Parts of speech and their correct uses
Noun, Verb, Adjective, Pronoun, Preposition, Adverbs
3. Elementary Composition and Comprehension
4. Word Building
Anagrams, words within words, Noun from Verbs, Noun from Adjectives, Verbs from Noun,
Adjectives from Noun.
5. Sentence Building
Definitions and analysis of Phrases, Clauses, Sentences, etc.
6. Vocabulary
Interpretations and meaning
7. Figures of speech
Simile, Metaphor, Personification, Irony, Euphemism, Alliteration, Antithesis, Rhetorical question,
Hyperbole, Oxymoron, Paradox, Onomatopoeia.
.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
DP 102
COURSE CONTENTS
1. Nature and Scope of Management
Definition
Why study management
Functions of management
Scope of management
Universality of management
1.

Evolution of Management Thought
Pre-industrial period
Industrial revolution period
Scientific management school
Human relations school
Administrative school
System approach

2.

The Organisation Manager
Who is a manager?
Duties and responsibilities of managers
Levels of managers
Managerial skills
Managerial styles

3.

Planning Function
What is planning?
Types of plans
Characteristics of a good plan
The planning process
Barriers to effective planning
Achieving effective planning

4.

Organizing Function
Define organising
Why do we need to organize
The organizing process
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Organization structure
Determinants of organization structure
Benefit of a good organization structure
5.

Organisation Function (Contd).
Delegation
Authority
Responsibility
Accountability
Need for delegation
Barriers to effective delegation
Why managers refuse to delegate
Why sub-ordinate refuse to accept delegation

6.

Directing/Leading Function
Leadership defined
Styles of leadership
Theories of leadership
Communication defined
The communication process
Forms of communication
Importance of communication
Motivation defined
Kinds of motivation
Characteristics of motivation
Theories of motivation

7.

Controlling Function
Controlling defined
The control process
Types of control
Need for control
Characteristics of a good control system
Control techniques

8.

Coordination Function
Coordination defined
The use of coordination
Major areas of coordination
Causes of coordination problem
Improving coordination
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
PRINCIPLES OF LEADERSHIP
DP 103
COURSE CONTENTS
1. Exploring Leadership Myths and Definitions
Definition of leadership
Are leaders born or made?
Is leadership an influence?
Leadership and management
2. Functions of Leadership
3. Styles of Leadership
Democratic leadership
Autocratic leadership
Laissez-faire leadership
Bureaucratic leadership
4. Leadership Personality
Personality of a leader
Personal traits of a leader
5. Leadership and Administration
6. How to discover and develop leadership skills
7. Leadership and motivation
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
DP 104
COURSE DETAIL

1. The Nature and Scope of Economics: Subject matter and definitions, Scarcity, Choice and
Opportunity Cost.
2. Factors of Production and the Concept of Satisfaction: Division of labour, meaning, advantages
and disadvantages, the exchange process.
3. Demand and Supply: Effects of changes in demand and supply, the concept of its influence on
demand, supply and income measurement of elasticity of demand and supply,.
4. The Concept of the Margin: Marginal utility, Laws of diminishing marginal utility, the
indifferences curves.
5. The Theory of the Firm: Under Perfect Competition, Monopoly, Imperfect Competition,
Monopolistic Competition and Oligopoly.
6. The National Income: Types and inequality of income, National Income calculation and
measurement.
7. Money: Origin, types, functions, inflation and its effects on changes in the values of money, the
money market and types of bills.
8. The Capital Market: Definition, demand and supply of capital, the market for securities, the stock
exchange.
9. International Trade: Theory of comparative cost and balance of payments.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF LAW
DP 105
COURSE CONTENTS
1. Legal system in Nigeria.
Define law
Division of law: Public and private
Identify types and leadership of courts in Nigeria
Explain jurisdiction of various courts, tribunals, and arbitration bodies.
Explain the organization of the legal profession in Nigeria.
2. Rudiments of constitutional Law.
Explain constitutional law concepts : State, Nationality, Citizenship, Domicile, Supremacy of
constitutional and Role of Law.
Explain various organs of the State.
Explain separation of power
State which powers are executive, legislative and judiciary
Explain the nature of fundamental human rights and the role of natural justice.
Explain how breaches of the above are addressed.
3. Sources of law
Explain nature of Nigeria law
Sources of Nigeria law
Draw a distinction between criminal and civil law.
4. Law of Persons and Law of Association
Distinction between natural person and artificial person
Explain the legal personality of unborn persons, dead persons, infants and married women
Explain the law of Domicile of infants and married women
Explain the capacity of an insane person, infant, married women to enter into legal relations.
Distinguish between a corporation sole and a corporation aggregate.
Explain the capacity of corporation to enter into legal relations.
5. Administration of Estate and Trusts
Distinguish between testate (will) and intestate (without will) succession.
Explain the grant of probate and letters of administration of estate.
Explain the nature of trusts, kinds and their execution.
Explain the rights of beneficiaries
Explain the duties of trustees
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6. Law of property
Nature of property
Law of ownership and possession
Distinguish between foe and personal property
Distinguish among mortgage, pledge, lien, etc
Identify legal and equitable interests
7. Law of contracts
What is a contract ?
Nature and forms of contract
Essentials of a valid contract
Explain terms of contract, condition, warranties, and exclusive classes
Explain the vitiating elements of contracts
Explain discharge, frustration, and breach of contracts
Explain the remedies for breach of contracts
8. Law of Torts
Nature of torts
General differences for liability in torts
Various liability: Master and servants, specific torts: Occupier liability, Trespass, Negligence,
Nuisance, Defamation and conversion.
Explain torts arising from business competition: Malicious falsehood, passing off, and
interference with an existing contract.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
DP 106
COURSE CONTENT
1. The nature of Psychology
An introduction
Arms of psychology
Historical development of Psychology
2. Memory
Introduction
Types of memory
Forgetting
Causes of forgetting
Theories of forgetting
3. Learning process
Introduction
Methods of learning
Classical conditions
Operant learning
Observational learning
4. Perception
Introduction
Functions of perception
The perception process
Factors influencing perception
5. Personality
Introduction
Factors influencing personality
Theories of personality
Steps of personality development
Types of personality
6. Motivation
Introduction
Factors influencing motivation
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Characteristics influencing motivation
Steps in the motivation process
Theories of motivation
7. Attitude formation
Introduction
Components of attitude
Development of attitude
Attitude change
8. Emotions
Introduction’
Characteristics of emotions
Types of emotions.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
SUPERVISION PRINCIPLES
DP 201
COURSE CONTENTS
1. Nature of Supervision
What is supervision?
Difference between supervision and leadership
The realities of supervision
2. Roles of Supervision
Designing the organization and staff
Staffing
Employee training
Employee performance management
Personnel policies
3. The Organizational Supervisor
Who is a supervisor?
Responsibilities of a supervisor
Roles of a supervisor
The experience of a first-time supervisor
4. Types of Supervision
Educational supervision
Clinical supervision
5. General functions of supervision
Administrative supervision function
Educational supervision function
Supportive supervision function
6. The primary foci of supervision
7. Supervisory Skills
(What it takes to supervise others)
Listening , Availability,Transparency, Delegation, Taking responsibility and giving credit,
Realism
8. General principles of supervision
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
INTRODUCTION TO ENTREPRENUERSHIP
DP 202
COURSE DETAIL
1.

Nature And Scope Of Entrepreneurship
Explain: Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneur, Characteristics of entrepreneurship, Advantages and
disadvantages of entrepreneurship, Basic functions of entrepreneurship, Types of entrepreneur,
Scope of entrepreneurship, Barriers to the development of entrepreneurship in Nigeria

2.

Business Opportunity
Explain business opportunity, Explain business opportunity analysis, Why individuals enter into
entrepreneurship

3.

Business Plan
Explain business plan, Explain process of preparing a business plan, Explain a typical structure
of a business plan, Explain the importance of business plan

4.

Problems And Remedies Of Entrepreneurship
Explain the following problems of entrepreneurship: Starting up, Finance, Infrastructure, skills,
Government, Advertisement and promotion, Explain remedies to the problems of
entrepreneurship.

5.

Entrepreneurship And Economy
Explain the role of Entrepreneurship in:
i.
Wealth Creation,
ii.
Employment Generation
iii.
Import Substitution
iv.
Crime Reduction.

6.

The Role Of Institutions In The Development Of Entrepreneurship
Explain the role of the following situation in the development of entrepreneurship:
i.
NIDB,
ii.
ITF
iii.
Commercial Bank
iv.
Universities and Polytechnics
v.
CMD
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

DP 203
COURSE DETAIL

1. What is Information Technology? Identification of the components of the computer system, Input
and output devices, softwares and hardwraes, types and classes of computer, care and maintenance
of the computer and its environment.
2. Softwares and Hardwares: Softwares, Hardwares, types of softwares, the memory.
3. Data Collection and Communication: Data Communication, ways of transmission, types of
communication systems.
4. The Internet: Types of network, Network facilities.
5. Computer Security: Methods of softwares security, methods of Hardwares security
6. Computer Storage Media: Types of storage media, Computer viruses, types of effects of computer
viruses, Eradication of computer viruses.
7. Concept of Confidentiality in Information Technology: Security of data, Fraud prevention.
8. Importance of Information Technology: To Supervision and Leadership.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
RESEARCH METHODS 1
DP204
COURSE DETAIL

1. The Concept Of Research
Define the concept of research, Explain various types of research, Reasons why we conduct research
2. Scientific Research Methods
Apply scientific ways of reasoning, Explain characteristics of scientific method of research, Basic
elements of the scientific method
3. Problem Statement in Research
Identify a subject matter for research, Make concrete statements on conceptualization; reliability and
validity regarding a scientific research on a subject matter.
4. Research Design
Meaning of sample,Various types of population and samples, Procedures of establishing population
boundaries and sample size.
5. Collection and Analysis of Data
Various methods used in collecting data: observation, documents, interview and questionnaire,
Explain use of observation and documents in research, Advantages and disadvantages of observation
and documents, Construct questionnaire and interview schedules, Construct response modes and
scales of measurement, Explain the advantages and disadvantages of using questionnaire and
interview in social research.
6. Writing Research Reports
Describe the procedure of writing a research report, Write an introduction to a research report,
Identify a research problem statement, Identify the purpose and objectives of a research report,
Formulate hypothesis and explain the significance of the study, Relate the theory to research
problem statement, Describe various methods of data analysis, Explain the importance of foot notes,
appendices and bibliography.
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INSTITUTE OF SUPERVISION AND LEADERSHIP (ISL)
DIPLOMA
RESEARCH STUDY AND PROJECT WORK
COURSE DETAIL
DP 205
1. The nature and importance of research, social research proposal, theoretical and conceptual
framework, parameters of measurement of concept.

2. Sampling techniques and model building.

3. Measurement and scaling: The survey research method.

4. Methods of data collection, data collection strategies, analysis and interpretation of research data.

5. Descriptive statistics and its use, measurement of relationship, statistical interferences, test of
significance, validity and reliability of data.

6. Presentation of social research report, organization for report writing, report writing and formatting,
documentation, footnotes and bibliography.

7. Importance and application of computer to research work.

8. Problems of conducting social research to the development of supervision and leadership.

The student will then demonstrate the ability to effectively use leadership and supervision skills to
achieve the goals of his/her organization through a project work.
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